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Pride in our Past 
Faith in our Future 
1115-1115 
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Vol. LV Worcester, M.ssachuMtts, Thursd•y, Mu ch 18, 1965 Number 21 
Chern. Building Dedicated 
To Doctor Robert Goddard 
Mrs. Goddard Named Honora ry Alumna 
The Goddard Day Centennial 
ceremonies, Tuesday were high-
lighted by two unexpected an-
nouncements at the special as-
sembly held in Alden Me."llorial. 
Worcester Tech 's new chemical 
Although Dr. Goddard Is p ri-
marily known as a physicist, 
many of his experimentations and 
contributions to rocketry are di-
rectly based on principles of 
chemistry and engineering. 
engineering and chemistry build- Goddard Hall will replace the 
1n11. now 1n final stages of con- old Salisbury Laboratories, which 
structlon, will be dedicated as were originally built In 1887, at 
Goddurd Hall in honor ol Dr. lhe bt!ginning of the 1965-66 
Robert H . Coddard, the Father of academic year. In the new build-
American Rocketry. Professor lng will be the latest facilities 
Wilmer L. Kranich, head of the for und<'rgraduate instruction as 
chemtcal engineering department well as equipment for graduate 
made the announcement as a study and research. 
special portion o f the centennial One haU of the building will 
services Tuesday, in Alden Mem- be devoted to facili ties for teach-
orlal. Mr. James 0 . Wynn, Vice- ing chemical engineering. The 
President of the Olin Foundation other half has been designed to 
which has generously contributed mee t the needs of the Division 
nearly $2 million to provide this of Chemistry, beaded by Dr. Rob-
building and equipment, was or- ert C. Plumb. Joint facilities will 
lglnally scheduled to make the Include shared laboratories, de-
announcement but was unable to partmental library, storerooms, 
attend because of illness. . shops and a cen tral office, thus 
(;oddard 
Hailed 
Day Ceremonies 
Great Succ.ess 
Dr. Robert Hutchi ngs Goddard, memory, the best and most ap-
one of Worcester Po lytechnic In- propriate monument Is far away 
stltute's most distinguished alum- above any material object tied to 
ni, was recently honored by the dirt and stone by the force of 
eravity. His greatest monument 
nation when Pres. Johnson signed 
a Proclamation desienatlng March 
18, 1965 as National Goddard 
Day. On this day, Dr. Goddard 
was also honored by Worcester 
Tech, his alma mater, at special 
tfremonles conducted during the 
Goddard 'Day Program on the 
Tech campus. These ceremonies 
tOnaisted or the dedication of 
Dr. Goddard's 1917-1918 labora-
tory, the naming of the New 
Chemistry Buildine as the God-
dard Hall of Chemistry and 
Chemical Engineering, and trib-
utes to Dr. Goddard by prominent 
speakers. 
The day's program started at 
I A.M. in the Daniels Hall lounge, 
•here members of the Press met 
•lth the guest speakers. 
At LO A.M. a procesaion formed 
In front of Daniels Hall, with 
lira. Goddard and President 
Storke leading the honored guests 
the lower campus for the un-
l'tUing of a plaque dedicating Dr. 
Goddard's former laboratory to 
him. 
Pres. Storke presided at the 
dedication . During his opening 
1trnarks he stated, " It Is perhaps 
~erstnndable that we, In simple 
llorta) fashion, think of a ma-
l monument such as this 
llone I boratory, a s a most befit-
Unc rr e morial to Dr. Goddard. 
- 8lrt w. do this humbly, for wl:! 
ftall:te that for his most lasting 
Is up there far above restricting 
influences, in the domain of 
tranacendant Imagination, even 
beyond the most fantastic dreams 
of mortal mind . . . In the un-
limited reaches of space, so vast 
as to be truly incomprehensible 
to us." 
He then introduced the main 
speaker for the dedication, Mr. 
Milton Lehman, author of Tbk 
Blrh Man, the biography of Dr. 
Goddard. In his address, Mr. 
Lehman pointed out that the 
March 16th fUght opened up a 
new age, ti.e space age, and that 
It Is due time that Goddard r e -
ceived honors well-deserved. He 
remarked that, "While the frail 
forerunner of today's mammoth 
rockets reached only 41 feet, 
barely clearing its pipe launching 
frame, the flight brought out the 
world Into the space age just 
as surely as the Wright Brothers' 
flight at Kitty Hawk brought us 
into the air age more than five 
decades ago." 
In speaking of Dr. Goddard 
he went on to say, " He would 
be pleased, for one thing, that we 
no longer speak of him as an 
eccentric loner, o r a sad, or un-
recognized, or unfulfilled pioneer. 
He was none of these at any time 
In h is ll!e. Through his diaries 
anC.: his notes of experiments 
clear ly emerges a man who 
knew that this day of space flight 
providing eUicient coord ination 
of the two departmental divisions. 
First students to use the facili-
ties of the new building will be 
participants In the National Re-
search Program and those taking 
part In the regulor summer 
school. Faculty and graduate re-
search will also begin In Goddard 
Hall this sum.lner. 
Mrs. Robert H. Goddard was 
made an honorary member of the 
Worcester Tech alumni Associa-
tion during the Goddard Day cere-
monies at Alden Memorial Tues-
day morning. Mr. Wayne E. 
Keith, Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees made the announce-
ment and presented Mrs. Goddard 
with a framed certiflcate com-
memorating her honor. Accordnlg 
to Mr. Keith, the board of trustees 
unanl.mously agreed to bestow 
the honorary membership upon 
Mrs. Goddard at their last bus-
Iness meeting on February 13. 
would come, that it would come 
if onLy we had the patience to 
work at it." 
Immediately after Lehman's 
talk, Pres. Storke introduced Mr. 
Donald L . Simonds, a clasamate 
of Dr. Goddard's, and George W. 
Mitschang, president of the Tech 
Senate, who participated In un-
veillna the plaque, which reads: 
" DR. ROBERT H. GODDARD 
. . . Father of Modern Rocketry 
... Dr. Goddard, a native of 
Worcester and a graduate of 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
in the class of 1908. Pioneered 
early rocket experiments In this 
building In the years 1917 and 
1918. 
Overcoming awesome obstacles, 
he persevere<i to develop the 
fundamental knowledge and pa-
tents upon which modern rocket-
ry was founded . 
This plaque was dedicated on 
March 16, 1965 the 39th anniver-
sary of Dr. Goddard's first suc-
cessful firing of a liquid fueled 
rocket in nearby Auburn, Mas-
sachusetts." 
Following the unvellina. a 
benediction was given by Rev. 
Dr. Wallace W. Robbins, of the 
First Unitarian Church of Wor -
cester. 
After the benediction the cere-
monies were adjourned to Alden 
Memorial Auditorium. There, Mr. 
Wayne E .Keith, Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees, presided. In 
his introductory remarks he in-
dicated the fact that Goddard's 
accompllsh.ments in rocketry 
overshadow the more human side 
of the man. To Illustrate this 
facet of 'Dr. Goddard's personality, 
Mr. Keith Jntroduced the Tech 
Glee Club and stated that Dr. 
Goddard's paintings were on dis-
TECH CARNIVAL 
THIS SATURDAY 
Accordi ng to reports, this year's 1 with varying musical background, 
Tech Carnival will be one of such as Mr. Olsen and Mr. 
the best ever. The annual affair Ch ristopher of the Math Depart-
which affords freshman and ment, Mr. Heventhal of the Eng-
sophomores another field in lish Department, Mr. Jaynes of 
which to compete will be held the Government and Economics 
this Saturday, March 20, in Alden and Captain Smith of the R.O.-
Memorial at 8:00 p .m. T.C. Department. 
Perhaps of even more interest However the Frosh and Soohs 
will be the faculty skit. Said are not giving out any tradl' 
Captain 'Dorsey, the group's fierce secrets at the moment. John Ca 
leader, " We may have one this halen, the sopbs director, and 
year." However with all of his Howard Shure its writer have 
evasiveness this writer was able said that II Is closely related to 
to find out that the group will "The West Side Story •· 
have a program which will ex- Bob Woog Is the director and 
cede all previous programs. It writer of the freshmen skit and 
is rumored that It is based on there has been very little in the 
the television show, That Was The way of rumor concerning Its 
Week That Was, and will contain basis. The only available report 
several musical renditions com- is that It Is some type of "spec-
posed by members of the faculty tacular." 
play In the lobby of the audito-
rium. The Glee Club sang the 
song Old Tec:b, composed by Dr. 
Goddard, which was published 
in the 1908 yearbook, which God-
dard edited. 
He then called upon Mrs. 
Goddard to Introduce the next 
speaker, with whom she Is well 
acqualnted.--General Homer A. 
Boushey . Gen. Boushey elabor-
ated on his personal experiences 
with Dr. Goddard, trying to re-
late to the audience the type of 
man which Dr. Goddard was, 
Boushey remarked, " If I can only 
convey to you some appreciation 
of Dr. Goddard's inspir ing, hu-
morous, yet almost shy person-
ality - and a measure of his 
wonderful and persistent scien-
tific purpoae and faith - I shall 
have accomplished my purpose." 
"To me, Dr. Goddard was not 
only a h ighly competent scientist 
and resourceful Inventor, he was 
also a w arm and humorous friend. 
Notwithstanding Dr. Goddard's 
common sense, and his New Eng-
land conservatism, he had the 
courage to dream twenty, fifty, 
hundreds and even thousands of 
years into the future - and to 
project those dreams of the future 
across the vast reaches of our 
galaxy . And these marvelous 
dreams were not of the Lmpos-
slble, but of the 'someday pos-
sible'. " For as Dr. Goddard said, 
'If there Is a law against It-
somehow a way will be found.' " 
Mr. Boushey's speech was In-
terrupted by a telephone call for 
Mrs. Goddard. The call consisted 
of several distinguished scientists 
and politicians throughout the 
country. who complimented Mrs. 
Goddard on the merits of her 
husband's work in conjunction 
with the opening of this new age. 
The c alla were relayed to Mrs. 
Goddard via a communicetions 
satellite which was in the region 
of space over Hawaii at the time. 
Dean's List 
Announced 
The ofCicial Dean's List for the 
first school semester of 1964- 1965 
bas recently been complied by the 
Registrar's Office. High honors 
range from a Q.P .A. of 3.50-4.00; 
honors range from a Q.P .A . of 
3.00-3.49. In order to be ell1ible 
for the Dean's List, a student 
must carry a minimum of twelve 
credit hours. Weighted Q.P .A .'s 
are considered for all students. 
The number of students (309) 
comprisin1 t~ list represents 
24.7% of the total undergraduate 
student body. 
Dean Van de Vlsse commented 
that he was reasonably pleased 
with the results, and that he 
hoped to see hlaher grades next 
semester. He felt that the adjust-
ment period of the freshmen to 
t he colleee envi.ronment may 
have hurt their marks somewhat. 
Furthermore, he pointed out that 
the students just starting out In 
their major fields of study prob-
ably need some time period of 
adjustment. Naturally, the bene-
fits of obtaining high marks are 
self-evident, and the Dean hoped 
that through some source of 
recognition (such as the Dean's 
Llst ltlelf and the Honors Ban-
quet) a student would find some 
added Incentive. 
(S.. Dean's List, P ... 4) 
In his conclusion, Gen. Boushey 
said, "And tomorrow, when man 
travels-first to the moon, then 
to the planeta--through the vast 
void of space to the stars them-
selvea-- it will be because of a 
man who had a wonderful dream ; 
a quiet, patie nt man who worked 
to make that dream a reallty-
(Continued on P.,. 5) 
PAGE TWO 
Editorial 
StuJenl- ~acuft'l ~unction~ 
. 
An A~~el lo GJucalion , . ' 
One of the outstanding criteria of a good school is its stu-
dent-faculty relationship. The importance of thiS' understand· 
ing can not be overemphasized since the relation between 
teacher and student is a necessary complement to the edu-
cational process. 
Here at Tech, the quality of our student-faculty relation-
ship is one of our greatest attributes. A low teacher to stu-
dent ration as well as a continual interest being shown toward 
the student by the majority of instructors has been respons-
ible for a class room atmosphere most conducive to learning. 
It is apparent , unfor tunately, that any association between 
the Tech student and his instructor ends here. Except for 
occasional "Faculty Teas" sponsored by fraternities , student-
faculty activities outside of the classroom are nearly non-
excitement. This need not be the case! 
An excellent opportunity to initiate a student-faculty 
function has been proposed for Junior Prom Weekend by the 
Nautical Club. The proposal includes a sailing regatta and 
picnic at Lake Quinsigamond on Saturday afternoon of that 
weekend. The sailing regatta would feature competition be-
tween fraternities, independents and participating members 
of the faculty. Such a program would add even more to what 
promised to be an outstanding weekend. The program might 
indeed have much merit which would be only realized if co-
operation is received from both faculty and students. 
There are many other areas where, with a sufficient 
amount of interest and organization, student and faculty pro-
grams might be planned. Included in these are basketball and 
softball games either within the various departments or pos-
sibly inter-department competition with teams comprised of 
both faculty members and students. 
While these ideas would greatly enhance our educational 
program they will simply remain ideas unless someone takes 
the initiative to correlate the interest and organization. 
We believe the interest is there and yet ·any organization 
may be an entirely different question! 
D. J. M. 
TECH NEWS 
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TECH NEWS 
Letters To 
the Editor 
To the editor: 
l call your attention to t'he editor· 
ial in the March 4 edition of The 
Tech News. 
The question has been asked, 
"Who is lo blame for the lack of 
student participation in school 
events?" It Is more than apparent 
that somewhere, something is def· 
lnitely lacking. The poor attend· 
ance at both the past Centennial 
events and student assemblies are 
evidence enough. But who is really 
to blame? 
The finger of guilt points in 
three directions: the administra· 
tion, the faculty, and the student 
body. 
You use the terms "blame" and 
"guilt." These words imply that a 
crime has been committed, and that 
someone or some gr oup is at faul t 
for perpetrating this crime. This 
is one point of view. Let us, how· 
ever, examine another aspect of 
this situation. 
We all agree that the situation 
exists; demonstrations of student 
loyalty and participation in school 
funct ions are definitely lacking. 
And this lack of spirit is hurting 
the school, primarily by putting 
it in a poor light in the eyes of 
the public. 
Can we blame the student body 
for this situation? U the answer is 
"yes" we are in effect saying that, 
in coming to WPI, a student is 
signing a pledge of loyalty which 
must be honored by attendance at 
functions in which he has no real 
interest. U we reject this author-
itarian point of view, we have to 
absolve the students of blame. 
We can dispense with the facul-
ty as a scapegoat; they are here to 
teach, not to propagandize. Many 
of them will point out pertine.nt 
functions and mention events of 
general interest, but this is cer-
tainly as far as their duties .go. 
This leaves the administration. 
But we must comment them for 
trying to make good, varied, and 
interetting program for the stu-
dents. We have had speakers from 
all fields, from Dr. Shipton to Sir 
Bernard Lovell. 
So who ls to blame? Those of us 
who are attacking the problem 
from the wrong end! It is said that 
by Robert J. coe.-
All or most of us claim at one time or another that our 
work load is just a little bit too heavy and that we don't have 
enough time to get everything done. This overload forces 
some to start burning the candle at both ends which eventually 
leads to a physical , and sometimes, a mental breakdown or 
. . 
m some cases, a good binge. 
This problem is similar to those experienced by students 
throughout the world. A 23 year old student in Poland baa 
the problem licked, though. Threatened by a mental break· 
down, he was confined in an insane asylum and after a few 
months of peaceful rest he returned to school. After his re-
lease, he realized how well off the inmates were. They were 
not overcrowded and they were not pressed for time. He 
managed to get himself readmitted and continued to study 
under these improved conditions and passed all of his exams 
at the end of the te rm with high grades. He was then released. 
Computers are supposed to do practically everything with 
speed and accuracy, but the editors of Drexel Institutes Year-
book " Lexard" are a bit disappointed with them. For their 
upcoming issue they are using one to assemble background 
information of the students. 
The editors program the computer and feed it all of the 
pertinent information. Unfortunately this method takes twice 
as long as the conventional method done by band. Another 
drawback is the fact that the computer cannot distinguish be-
tween male and female students. The editor Terry R. McClaren 
concludes that, "It's a pretty stupid machine." 
Ed Cunningham, writer for Boston College's newspaper 
The Heights, has compiled a list of awards for the notable 
figures and events of the Twentieth Century. Here are some 
from his long list. 
tag. 
"The Chemist of the Century to AI Capone. 
The Disaster of the Century to the burning of the Reichl-
The Extrovert of the Century to Jane Mansfield. 
Tbe Immigrant of the Century to ZsaZsa Gabor. 
The Least Likely to Succeed Award to Dwight Eisenhower. 
The Militarist of the Century to Pancho Villa. 
The Newscaster of the Century to Tokyo Rose. 
The Organization of the Century to the Mafia. 
The Pornographic Magazine of the Century to Nationll 
Geographic. 
The Poor Loser of the Century to Madame Nhu. 
The Romance of the Century to Ernest Borgnine and Ethel 
Merman. 
The Scapegoat of the Century to Herbert Hoover. 
The Second Banana of the Century to Benito Moussolinl. 
The Teenager of the Century to Mrs. Jerry Lee Lewis. 
The Technological Development of the Century to the 
Zeppelin." 
iC you can't fill a jar with tbe -------------- --- --------
wine you have, either get more 
wine or a smaller jar. Thinking 
along these lines, a number of 
points come out: 
1. Programs for students should 
really interest students, not 
be chosen because " they are 
educational" 'or " it's the thing 
to do in a centennial year." 
(Programs for the general pub-
lic are another matter.) 
2. It should not be too difficult 
to estimate the turnout for a 
specific program. The pro-
gram should be held in a room 
that is nearly filled by this 
turnout. (Nothing dampens a 
program like empty chairs.) 
3. Above all, remember that 
without student interest, a 
program for students is mean. 
ingless. If there is no interest 
in a program, there would be 
much less embarrassment for 
everyone if It were never held 
IC these points were put into 
action, the scene would certainly 
be different. We might go for 
months without an assembly. Con· 
versely, those which we had would 
have a much better chance for suc· 
cess, improving the image of WPI 
in the eyes of the speaker and the 
public. And finally, the student 
would not feel that he had to at· 
tend a function merely to "save 
face" for the school . 
Peter K. Bice 
EE-'65 
Editors a d Students: 
Concerning the ROTC program 
at WPJ, and the February 18th 
article in the Tech News in par· 
ticular, I wish to submit a few 
opinions for consideration by WPI 
students. The reader will bear in 
mind that these comments refer 
only to the COMPULSORY aspect 
of the program, not to ROTC in 
general, which is necessary to the 
national defense 
It is most unfortunate that Tech 
has compulsory ROTC at all, for 
the following reasons: (1) It is an 
obnoxious waste of time to unin· 
terested students With possible ex· 
ception of the new computer pro· 
gram, all of the map read ing, drlll, 
shoe-shining, etc. isn't wor thy ol 
the money parents pay to maintala 
students at Tech. These trivill 
skills can be much better taUIM 
to cadets after graduation. (2) I 
discourages many good stud• 
from applying to Tech at all. (I 
The two compulsory years are us-' 
to unscrupulously propagandllt 
students into signing a long-telll 
contractual obligation. 
Contrary to what the dep ... 
ment will state, imply, or insilt 
ate, two years as a second lieutet 
ant in the army is not the o..-, 
nor necessarily the best way ,. 
every individual to serve his ~ 
try, Few such assignments wiU I 
low you to use your hard·eat1111 
engineering knowledge, mor€' lilt 
ly you will forget a great dill 
throuah two years of unuse, Ill 
to mention two years of lost incllt 
trial experience. The allegedly ..,. 
uable "leadership" training •s alii 
more promise than fact. 
Other courses of action a~ 
able to Tech students are gradual! 
school, the Peace Corps, \ TSTl 
(Continued on Page I ) 
TECH NEWS PAl..::: THREE 
Goddard Day Celebrities 
DEDICATION OF GODDARD MONUMENT 
MIL TON LEHMAN 
MRS. GODDARD 
GENERAL SCHRI!VIR 
GODDARirS FIRST ROCKET 
THI IOUSHIY WIT 
PAGE FOUR 
JOINT COLLOQUIUM HELD 
BY TWO DEPARTMENTS 
Preventive maintenance In a 
production system Is a subject of 
much Interest to many business-
men faced with the problem of 
costly breakdown time. Columbia 
University's Professor Cyrus Der-
man told the audience attending 
the Joint Colloquium of the 
Mathematics and Management 
Engineering Departments of the 
wo rk he Is doing to cwnbat this 
problem. With a front row of 
Mathematics professors paying 
careful attention, Mr. Derman 
demonstrated the fundamental 
Ideas of Markovian Decision Pro-
cesses, the formal name given 
to this form of a pplied probability 
mathematics. 
Selecting as a wor king model 
any Industrial or production sys-
tem made up of many cwnponents, 
Mr. Derman made several as-
sumptions about the system. His 
primary assumptions were ( 1) 
that each system failure of a 
component meant failure or shut-
down of the whole system, ( 2 ) 
that the cost of replaci ng a com-
ponent was higher If replaced 
alter rather than before failure, 
and ( 3) that minimal cost per 
Class Meetings 
unit time was the criterion for 
aelectlng the best preventive 
maintenance schedule. 
With these assumptions In mind, 
he formalized the question of 
when to replace a given compo-
nent of the productive syste m. 
Too early replacement means 
waste, too late entails the obvious 
cost of lost time In the while 
production system. 
Alter showing how probability 
mathematics could be applied to 
find the best preventative main-
tenance schedule under these 
conditions, Mr. Derman became 
more optimistic. He complicated 
the production system, more real-
lstJcly, by Including an Inspec-
tion process for checking the 
wear of the components. With 
this added complication In mind, 
Mr. Derman again applied p rob-
ability to a production system 
with an Inspection process and 
arrived at the optimum preven-
t ive maintenance schedule. Mr. 
Derman also told how Ma rkovian 
Decision Processes could be ap-
plied to inventorial systems. The 
lecture served to demonstrate 
how valuable mathematical re-
search can be to industry. 
1'ech Senate 
The meeting was opened at 7:25 
The seniors held their class by president Mitschang. In t he As· 
TECH NEWS 
b:r ANDY MOilAN 
Man prides himsetr in being a 
reuonable, rational, being, not rat· 
tied by silly sentimentality or 
swayed by illogical arguments, yet 
where does this rationale go when 
offended, challenged or cornered! 
When pushed, man can become u 
silly, flippant, irrational and dog· 
gedly stubborn as a woman. 
This cons istency was a point of 
fuclnation for James Thurber who, 
as one of America's greatest hu-
morists, spe nt much of his cartoon· 
ing and writing life exposing these 
human frailties. Towards the end 
of h is life, Thurber teamed hit 
writing ability and wit with the 
theatrical know-how of Elliott Nu-
gent in writing "THE MALE ANI· 
MAL." 
The play is being presented lo-
cally by the Shrewsbury Playera 
with Bill Trask taking the leading 
male role. The story involves a 
young teacher (Bill) who engagea 
the wrath of his administration 
which, like our own, is trying to 
look good during a fund·raising 
drive, by reading a "controversial," 
and " un·American" paper to his 
class. To add to his misery, his 
wale's old beau shows up and 
makes him feel like a cuckold . 
Thus corne red, Tom Turner playa 
the role of the male animal in 
trouble. The results are funny, 
and well worth seeing. The pro-
duction will take place at Shrews· 
bury High School at 8:30 P.M. on 
March 26 & 2:1. Tickets are avail· 
able at the placement office. 
meeting last Thursday in the E.E . sembly Committee report, the ap-
lecture hall. Bob Klauber called pointment of a new committee 
the meeting to order and secretary chairman was mentioned. It was 
Bob Hawes and treasurer Steve decided that the matter would be U you are in the need of some 
Rudnick s:nve their reports and investigated more thoroughly be· laughs, I recommend a viBit to the 
then Dave Sawicki spoke on the fore decision is made. Art Museum. There is at present 
June 10, Senior Dinner Dance to be an exhibition of "The New Ameri· 
held at Pleasant Valley Country Pat Moran reported on the situ· can Realism" which _ while be-
Club. The class gift was decided ation of the independents. lng 1 little hard to swallow u 
and graduation exercises were dis· The question u to who may at- art is interesting in a humorous 
cussed. tend Tech Senate meetings wu way. Of particular interest are A 
Larry Penoncello, president of brought up. It wu decided that SMALL NAIL PILLOW, A NEON 
the Junior Class, called their meet· someone interested in attending DREAM PILLOW, and a SI.JCE OF 
ing to order in Higgins 109 and the meeting may request an in· LAYER CAKE aU located on the 
Don Foley reported on the Junior vltation from any Senate member. fourth floor. u your time is short 
Prom. A nomination committee This would be subject to approval and you wish to get straight to the 
was formed for class elections and by the president. appreciation of these masterpieces, 
it was announced class dues should The meeting adjourned at 8:00 be careful not to be waylaid by 
all be paid up. p.m. the large circular sign which in 
The Sophomore Class meeting 1 J' ht d 1 tt sa EAT The 
leaders. Arunas Antakauskas spoke arge ag e e ers Yll · was held in the Chemistry Lecture first floor gallery in an effort not 
Hall and the only thing discussed on the limited social life the In· to be out-done has someone's bed 
was the Tech Carnival. Also vice· dependents have here at Tech. He aJled up against the wall next to 
preside nt Doug Bobseine stressed also talked on the up-coming Tburs· n man full of bottle tops. 
that class dues must be paid before day Assemblies. Class elections a 
class elections. were discussed along with a POl· Two programs of interest are 
President Mike Sills presided sible rowing team and clasa blazers. coming up at the Museum in the 
over the Freshman meeting, held Anyone interested in rowing see next few weeks. The first is an 
in Alden Me morial. John Bums Jim Raslavasky, and those inter· Organ Recital by John King who 
gave a r eport on the school cheer· ested in cheer ing see Bob Woog. is organist of the First Unitarian =._.:_::....::..::_~ __ _:_ __________________ Church of Worcester. This will be 
CONSERVATISM AND 
WORCESTER TECH 
The r ising tide of conser vatism 
is being felt here at Tech . 
A club which will study con-
servative pri nciples and their 
relationship to modern day na-
tional problems is being formed 
on this campus. This group will 
Y•u Will 
NOT IS 
PIZZA 
GRINDERS 
ITALIAN SANDWICHES 
117 HIGHLAND IT. 
AVOID WAmNG 
CALL PL 2-ntl 
a lso seek to inform the public on 
the conservative positions regard-
Ing these problems. Fulton Lewis 
HI has pledged h is personal a id 
in the foundation of this group. 
Temporary speaker for t he 
group Is K enneth Crawford. 
Doctor Hobey is acting as facu lty 
adviser. 
There will be an organizational 
meeting on Tuesday, March 23. 
at 4:15 in Salisbury 205. Anyone 
interested is invited t o attend. 
CAN YOU BEAT THIS! 
Slf H....,,. Plate 55f 
, ,F.-Cel• Se...-.Let. & TMt. 
lmperi•l DeliAtetMn 
111 HlthlaNI lt. 
ORDERS TO GO - Pl. 3·9378 
on March 21. 
On Mareh 28 there will be a re-
cital and lecture by Lucas Foss-
a prominent composer of the con-
temporary mode of thinking. His 
music is a bit hard to take, even 
for the trained ear, and he resorts 
to a lot of gimicks to maintain 
attention. He is a highly contro-
versial member of the musical 
world, having been given Ford 
8liJII8t{ pue SlUBJl'J UO!lBPU n O.i 
SJt{ J O .{uew J O uJoJs at{l pauJea 
'SJ3SOdWOJ MOl(<>J 
Contemporary scorn and r idicule, 
however, are often the mark of 
greatness, and thus are not to be 
taken a s a tr ue indication of o~ 
person's worth. so if you are in· 
terested in the direction which 
music is laking, it would be in· 
forma tive to give Mr. Foss a fair 
hear ing , 
After following up the recom· 
mendations contained herein one 
might be justified in thinking that 
the modem ar tistic thought is 
" what Is life without a few laughs?" 
Good question! 
DEAN'S LIST 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
AND CHE108TaY 
DEJtA&THENT 
HIGH HONO.I 
a-lor C!Mtftlul 1"-IMen 
Bu heldu, Philip 1. 
Sundbert, Dould C. 
Taaaone, Donald V, 
Senior Chemhta 
Ttbbett.t, Donald L. 
We lcker , Peter S. 
Junior CMiftlcal 1"-lnaen 
Edma nct., lluaell W, 
Ceelan , Brendan J . 
Joubert, Jamu I , 
Junior Chemlth 
Carreira, Uonel A. 
Flnn, Ronald D. 
Pearaon , Donald J . 
Sturtevan t , Bruce E . 
··~ ....... ,. c ............. ...._. 
Gariepy, Roaer L. 
Loring, Robert H. 
S.:hunky, Kenneth C. 
s-...-• CIMtftlm 
Potter, Noel M. 
Fra.h.,..n Chetftlth 
Cobb, William E. 
Ienior Chetft lul 1"-lnaert 
Barone, Nicholas J . 
Be1es, Stephen D. 
Chokal, S u reah V. 
Ke rr, Donald L. 
Ru clnlck, Stephen N. 
Ruthe nbur1, Walter J . I ll 
Schwaber , David M . 
Seaver , Charles R. 
Sweeney, Eu11ene 0 . , Jr. 
Ianier Cllemlth 
Pierce, James W. 
Zeronaa, Wllllam P. 
Zlnk, Ertc W. 
Junlar Chemical • .._,.,..,. 
Bowen, John W. 
Kapur, Amamalh V. 
Stone, David H. 
WUUII, Eucene B. 
Junlar Chemists 
Lauterbach, John H. 
lopllomara C!Mtftlcal 1"-lftea" 
Bohlin, Robert A. 
Dania, J OMph M. 
Oldie non, Peter J . 
Gouclle, WUUam W. 
He llen, Robert F. 
MUte r , John W. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
DEPARTMENT 
HIGH HONO•I 
left lara 
Benham, Frenk A. 
Collette, Peter R. 
JoeU, John J . 
Watton, Francia X, 
White, Dean K. 
Junlara 
Carrara , Anthony S. 
Lenar t, John J . 
P aaUc, JOHph J . 
SeCertadJs, J ohn P. 
Tata, Ronald A. 
.....,__. 
Clark, Philip J . 
HONO .. 
laniora 
Hunt, Glenn P. 
J ohnaon, Kenneth E. 
Ryan, Philip B. 
Stone, John P . 
Wllaon , John T. 
Junlara 
Holt, Robert M. 
Lleblc:h, Richard C. 
Mo rawski, John J . 
Plateelcl, Richa rd J . 
Plum, Robert L. 
Salvlnl , Michael F . 
..,._ .... 
Gutkow1kl , Richard M 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
DEPARTMENT 
HIGH MONO .. 
Jan len 
Ber11er , Marvin S. 
Blce, Peter K. 
Dobrowolski, Jame1 T . 
Hart, John T. 
Luber , Davld B. 
Mlldonlan , Harry A., Jr. 
Schus ter, Paul A . 
Stone, David T . 
Junlon 
Behn , WUUa m H. 
Belancer , Brian N. 
Foley, Donald H. 
Fonnlca, Stephen J . 
Harrtn1ton, Stephen T. 
Malnall, Paul R . 
Nedze,lnltsky, 0 11!11 V • Jr. 
Sweet, Allen A. 
......._ 
Docs.on, Georae B. m 
Flnlayaon, DaDa C. 
Gay, ~t. A. 
Kameroa, Joel B. 
JW.aua, Jolul L.. 
Luber, stepben B. 
Sbaw, R.lebard A. 
Shea, Robert C-H. 
Stumpp, John L 
......,. 
Dldtey, Arthur II. 
Downe, Rldlard A. 
Frary, Cbarlea S. IU 
Henrlclc1on, John F., Jr. 
Howard, Robert A. 
Hunnicutt, Charles F. 
Kaplan, Gerald 
Lee, Thomu R. 
Lottero, Robert J . 
Oberbeck, Peter E. R. 
Oavald, JOMph J . 
Pearaon , Paul R . 
Sehlee, Robert D. 
Wharton, WUilam H. 
J-lara 
Appleyard , Dennis E. 
J:tbard, Steven J . 
Farto. Geoc'te A., Jr. 
Flore. Nl&elo R .• Jr. 
Foster , Christopher G. 
Locll , Robert J . 
Menezes, Wllllam A. 
llurnat, Donald J . 
Petrie, John II. 
Snell, Ronald C. 
Beraeron, Charles F . 
Collette, David R, 
Dhein, Rober t L. 
Fortin, Raymond J . 
Garth, Wayne, C. 
Gaudet, PbUip R .• Jr. 
Griswold, Allen B. 
Herron, Peter M. 
J ewell, Richa rd G. 
Konopa, Peter E. 
Mucci , Ronald A. 
Ptalla. Ertc 0 . 
Sloctk, Joaeph P . 
MATHEMATICS 
DEPARTMENT 
HIGH MONO .. 
left lora 
Clayton, Davld S. 
Humphrey, Georce L . 
JCr .. ne r , Lawrenee II. 
Slmanallls, Dennis J . 
,_lara 
Bank, David A. 
Ellco, Georce M , 
Seald , Robert J . 
...... ...,.,.. 
IIUier, Alan H. 
MONO II 
left len 
Dwarta, Norman A. 
Wlllerup, Bruce E . 
._.._ ..... 
DeNIIrla, Robert E. 
Gallo, Edward A. 
Haatlnas, David A. 
Tallman, Pete r H. 
MANAGEMENT 
ENGINEEUNG 
HIGH MONO .. 
J-lara 
Braun, John J . 
MECHANICAL ENGINEE&ING 
DEPA&TMENT 
HIGH HONO•J 
left ion 
Cavallaro, Robert E. 
Friend, Ronald G. 
Gordon, BeJinett E., Jr. 
Koelsch , RuueU H . 
Kueere , Clinton F., J r . 
Moriarty. Thomas F . 
Nyalrom. J ames B. 
SkOIIUnd, Richard C . 
Smalan, Anthony A. 
Stow. Robert C. 
West, Anton J ., J r . 
Junlara 
Blackman, Philip S. 
Kokem ak, Robert P . 
Petersen, Donald W., Jr. 
Scott, Earl A. 
Slnaer , Pe ter J . 
Swen, Ron ald 
............. 
Boutet, John C. 
Kelr, John P. 
Kordot, Roumen B. 
Laraon , Alan E. 
Neff, Rlchard S. 
Small, Luter L. 
len lara 
Behmk e , Peter F . 
Belaneer, Homer J . 
(Continued on Pat• 7) 
A STUDENTS OPINION ON 
POP ART IN WORCESTER 
T • Worcester Art Museum is the American public to hate 
pre. 1tly exhlbltin1 a con1lomer- Communism, worship American-
atio of canvases, paint, elec- ism, buy the products it adver-
tricl y, and metal. This Is the Uses. 
prOG act of our contemporary Another pointed mural was 
"art ts". Although there a re Ned Grooms' "Coney bland". A 
a f w appreciable expressions on cross-section of the world's popu-
displuy by some notable creators, lation is spread out In clashing 
there also abounds pounds and colors with traditional enemie1 
pounds of junk. paired off, for example, a Negro 
A troubled mind, a bothered in the fore1round with a police-
subconscious, and the need for man behind hl.m, d ragJing him 
spending money have precipi- away, presumably to prison. 
tated the most hideous arrays of Grooms even included a few Red 
murals: coke bottles with dif- Chinese, Frenchmen, Italians, 
ferent portions of the bottle emp- Englishmen, and a lone ly " Meta" 
ty, like the bottom half, for ex- player. 
ample. The notables In the field A good piece of optical art was 
include Larry Rivers' "Mural of Lichenstein's " Arctic Landscape". 
Camel Cl1arettes," " Dead and There are, no doubt, many works 
'Dying Veterans," and "Dutch which leave the viewer ponder-
Masters Cigars." Meaning? Some- ing, either about the ethnic value 
place. of the work, or the sanity of Its 
A beautiful display of garbage creator; it's a matter of taste. 
is Robert Mallary's "Broom The trend is definitely in this 
Street". If this Is art, If this direction for the present, but as 
holds wealths of meaning for the long as there still is a room some-
beholder, what Is the "Last where off the exhibit of Pop 
Supper" (da Vinci) classified Art, in which the museum cura-
as? Gra nted, not all artists can tors still have hanging a few old 
be masters a t their task , but at works by the old masters for the 
least they should be able to draw, sake of posterity, while prosperity 
If not only to sketch . reigns high in the other rooms. 
Robert Indiana came up with a A good summation of these artlsta' 
masterful creation, an "Eat Sign". motivation was captured in a 
About three feet in diameter, clever creation: "Two Pallets with 
many bright bulbs repeatedly Pipe". Two huge painter's pallets 
nash the word "EAT". The sale of are hanging from the wall with 
this work will certainly keep Mr. a stove pipe draining from them 
Indiana eating for quite some to another wall on which is an 
Ume. a ll-black canvas. On one of the 
The exhibit was not completely pallets is the word CASH, paint-
without taste . Tom Wesselman's ed upside-down and sllfhtly 
composite, centered around a tilted. Can there be a better mo-
televlslon set, showed the sue- tlvation? 
cess of this media to influence M.A.D. 
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Who Will It Be 
For J. P. 
Announcement 
Coming Soon 
TECH NEWS 
M. E. Centennial 
Colloquium 
Captain William A . Anders, one 
of America's astronauts in train-
ing, will be the principle speaker 
of the Mechanical En1ineerlng 
Department's Centennial CoUo-
quium procram. 
He wa1 born In Hon1 Kon1, 
where his father was baaed on 
military duty, on October 17, 
1933. He traduated from the 
United States Naval Academy at 
Annapolis In 1955 with a bachelor 
of science de1ree. On 1raduat1on, 
he was commi•ioned In the Air 
Force. Capt. Anden then received 
a master of science degree from 
the Air Force Institute of Tech-
noloey at WriJht-Patterson AFB, 
and since then has done ,raduate 
work at Ohio State Univenlty. 
Captain Anden ha1 logged 
more than 1800 houu Dying 
tlme, Including almolt 1600 hours 
in jet craft. He t. a member of 
Tau Beta Pi and the American 
Nuclear Society. His lalt aaaign-
ment wa1 aa a nuclear engineer-
Instructor pilot at the Air Force 
Weapon• Laboratory, Kirtland, 
AP'B, where he bad technical 
management re1ponsiblllty for 
space and apace reactor radiation 
shielding and radiation effects 
proiJ'aml. 
The program ha1 tentatively 
been let for March 23, but if 
NASA decides to launch a manned 
1pace vehicle on that day, Capt. 
Anders wiU not be able to attend. 
In that caae he w111 be here a 
Goddard Day 
(Contin ued from P... 1) 
a man of great faith, Dr. Robert 
Hutchlnp Goddard." 
ln the closing remarks of this 
part of the proceedings, Dr. Wil-
mer L. Kranich, head of the 
Chemical Engineering Dept., sub-
atituted for Mr. James 0 . Wynn, 
Vice-president of the Olin Foun-
dation, who waa aick with the 
flu . He announced the designation 
of the new Chemlatry and Chem-
Ical Engineering building as the 
Goddard Hall of Chemistry and 
Chemical Engineering. 
Following this Mr. Keith pre-
sented Mrs. Goddard with a cer-
tificate stating that she bas been 
made an honorary member of the 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Alumni Assoclstlon with all the 
rights and privileges thereof. 
In the lobby of Alden Memo-
rial Auditorium , there was a dis-
play, consisting of a few of God-
dard's paintings of the New 
Mexican countryside, a replica of 
the first liquid- fuel rocket, a 
panoramic view of the first 
launching, parts of his rockets, 
and h is sclentl!lc notes. 
The proceeding were continued 
In Morgan Hall where a luncheon 
was pro1rammed. Over 1000 peo-
ple were served during th1s 
luncheon , after which tributes to 
Dr. Goddard began. 
Presiding at the luncheon was 
Mr. Robert W. Stoddard, member 
of the Board of Trustees of the 
Ins tltu\e. At the conclusion of 
the meal, Mr. Stoddard called 
upon Pres. Storke to introduce 
the main speaker, General Be r-
nard A. Schriever . Gen. Schriever 
pointed out in his address that 
Dr. Goddard's works were the 
foundation of most of the space 
activities that go on today and 
elaborated on these activities. He 
commen ted, " I think that one of 
the Important things to remember 
week later, March 30, and the 
program wiU go on as scheduled. 
Col. Pierce has said that ROTC 
drill will be cancelled at e leven 
on the day that Capt. Anden 11 
to speak, 10 that every ltudent 
will have a chance to hear the 
astronaut. 
He will arrive on the campua 
between eight and eight-thirty. 
Between then and eleven he will 
meet with the preside nt, other col· 
le1e officials and Mechanical En-
gineerinl Faculty and craduate 
students. At eleven, he will pre-
sent a 1tudent auembly at Alden. 
The talk wlll be followed by a 
anent movie and narration. 
From two until four, Capt. 
Ander• will be available In the 
M.E. Dept. lecture hall to meet 
and talk with Interested students 
and faculty memben. Profeasor 
Hagglund has uid that It would 
be better for moat every one to 
be pre~ent at two ao that people 
coming in late and aaklng quea-
tions that have already been an-
swered will be kept to a mini-
mum. 
At seven, Captain Anders will 
again speak in Alden, for a public 
audience. Afte r thl1 he will leave 
for Boston to make a fll1ht to 
Washington. 
NASA has scheduled the Gemini 
space night for March 23, but has 
told the Mechanical Engineering 
Department to continue with plans. 
Capt . Anders wlll arrive at Bed· 
ford AFB on the twenty·seoeond no 
matte.r whether the shot is f ired 
on that day or not. This is the tat· 
est information on plans that have 
changed a number of times. 
today Is that Dr. Goddard had a 
tar-reaching vision and the stub-
born determination to push ahead 
toward ita fulfillment. We cannot 
afford to overlook this kind of 
fore.sight. On the contrary, we 
need to recognize It and take ad-
vantage of It, because far seeing 
vision Ues behind all truly great 
achievements." 
" Dr. Goddard's mark of great-
ness is that he dreamed boldly, 
dared greatly and struggled vig-
orously to achieve hla objectives. 
His success Ia reflected in the 
fact that he opened a new age-
the space age we are liv ing In 
today." 
Some of these activities that he 
illustrated were MOL, the Air 
Force Manned Orbiting Labora-
tory, who's aim Is to determine 
how man can be exploited use-
fully in a military space system; 
Apollo, a national lunar landi ng 
program, designed to place a man 
on the moon before the end of 
the 1960's, and the Air Force 
ICBM development progra m. In 
accordance with the space pro-
gram he remarked, "Consequent-
ly, we have to put a real premium 
on perfection. The quality of our 
performance will largely deter-
mine ou rsuccess In space. I em-
p hasize this point becnuse I think 
it is vitally Important that each 
student discipline hlmsell for 
m aximum effort an dtop quality 
performance-at least If he wants 
to have a significant role In the 
s pace age." In r eference to the 
ICBM development program he 
remarked, "Today we can see 
clearly the practical value of Dr. 
Goddard's work . But this has 
not always been the case. In fact, 
we wee srlow to see Its potentials 
at a time when other nations 
were keenly Interested In what 
he was doing. The result was that 
we fe U behln. d 
It was the Soviet missile threat 
that finally spurred the develop-
ment of our long-range missiles 
PAGE FIVE 
ATO 
FIRST 
The registrar's office baa re-
leased the fraternity quality point 
averages for this semester. The all-
college average Cor the fint se· 
mester was 2.44. Non · fraternity 
men carried an over all averaee 
oC 2.!50 while the fraternity totala 
came to 2.41. Following is a break-
down of the individual house 
standings. 
Fraternity Aver .... 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Phi Kappa Theta 
Psi Theta Nu 
Alpha Epsilon Pi 
Theta Chi 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Phi Sigma Kappa 
Phi Gamma Delta 
2.58 
2.51 
2.42 
2.41 
2.401 
2.400 
2.38 
2.~ 
2.34 
2.33 
2.26 
LENS & LIGHTS 
HOLD ELEOIONS 
On Wednesday, February 24, 
The Lens and Lights Club elected 
its officers for the 1965-1966 
school year. The new oUicers are: 
Andrew Fish Jr.. president ; 
Robert Dashner, v ice-president; 
Richard Brodeur, secretary, Sig-
mund Decker, treasu rer, and Den-
nis Murphy, technical director. 
The Lens and Lights Club haa 
as ita main purpose that of a 
service organization. The Club is 
in charge of the lighting, pro-
jection and BOUnd facllltiea at 
Alden Memorial Hall. Through 
the Club, new lighting facllittea 
have been obtained for Alden 
Hall. The Club also takes care of 
minor repain on the equipment. 
They are presently active in 
preparations for Goddard Day, 
the Tech Carnival, and the up-
coming PI Delta Epsilon Song-
feat. 
and space boosters. Perhaps the 
mo1t basic lesson we learned 
from the ICBM ef1'ort was that 
we could do the seemingly im-
possible. In the early days there 
were p lenty who could see the 
many problems involved. There 
are always people who can do 
thla. But fortunately we also had 
men with the vision to look 
beyond the problems and see what 
could be done. 
There Is a filth lesson and It 
is reaUy the most important of 
a ll. It is simply this-technology 
does not stand still. There is no 
way you can make It stand still , 
as long as there are people around 
with intelligence and imagina-
tion." 
In h is final statement General 
Schriever left a message to Tech 
that w as given to the Tech stu-
dents forty-five years ago by 
Dr. Goddard-" 'il any Tech man 
or his friends would like to start 
'something', the 'somethlnl' is 
ready to be started.' I can think 
of no better challenge to leave 
with you today." 
Then Mr. Stoddard commented 
In his remarks, '"Dr. Goddard 
was a fortunate man In many 
ways, but moat Importantly, he 
had that greatest blessing any 
man could have-a devoted and 
completely understanding wife . 
So I think is appropriate that we 
honor today also our newest 
alumna, Mrs. Goddard.'' 
To conclude the ceremonies of 
the day Mr. Robert M. Carleton, 
VIce-president of the class of 
(Continued on Pare '7) 
PAGE SIX TECH NEWS 
HELJ\'IING SUCCEEDS AS COACH 
Dave "Moose" Helming recent-
lY retired from coaching life as 
be ended his career as JV Bas-
ketball coach. Dave, a graduate 
Civil Engineering student from 
Bristol, Conn., had previously 
coached both Park and Recreation 
and IF teams but this was his 
first big coaching assignment. 
Moose was asked to take over 
the JV Squad last fall because 
of his outstanding ability and 
leadership qualities. Co-captain 
and most valuable player for 
last year's team, Dave did a fine 
job of guiding his boys to an 
Impressive 11-6 overall record. 
The JV basketballers had the 
only winning season of all WPI 
winter sports. This in itself is a 
fine tribute to both Dave and 
hb JV team. ' 
Dave commented favorably on 
the players attitude by saying 
that they were a "good bunch of 
guys" who never complained and 
always come through with the 
DAVE HELMING 
In his squad. As a result Dave's 
players continually put out and 
gave him all they possibly could. 
When asked what was his most 
Interesting experience as coach, 
"Moose" said it was definitely a 
double overtime situation In the 
Hartford game. Never in this spot 
before as a coach, Dave did what 
he could and the players did the 
rest. They won. 
Dave found out that It Is not 
just the players who are nervous 
before a game, the coach Is just 
as anxious to get things started 
f as his team. Dave felt that while 
coaching from the bench, he got 
a broader picture of what was 
happening and who was making 
what mistakes. He compared 
this to when he was playing and 
was only conscious of his own 
personal errors. He also felt that 
coaches worry more about what 
goes on than the players. 
needed second effort . Dave was season and was pleased with the 
happy with the team's play stat- game by game Improvements of 
ing that they played as a unit 
and not as Individuals. Coach some of his players. Dave never 
Dave said that he enjoyed 
worldng with varsity coach 
Charles McNulty and that their 
coach to coach relationship had 
been a worthwhile experience. 
Helming enjoyed watching his missed a practice and showed 
team develop throughout the more than just a passing Interest 
SAE-SPE LEAD IN 
L F. BASKETBALL 
SAE and PKT Beat LCA 
SAE, SPE, and PKT are present-
ly the lhree top conteden for the 
I.F. Basketball Crown. SAE and 
remained undefeated wblle 
I.F. REBOUNDING ACTION 
the Kap dropped two, one to SAE 
and one to SPE. 
SAE remained undefeated by 
topping LCA Saturday afternoon 
89 to «. SAE played without guard 
Ron Dill and LCA without Dave 
Moore. The SAE chargers fast 
breaking offense was hampered by 
the abaence of Dill for the first 
half, however, .Piretti, Sadowski, 
and Kazemersky started to con· 
nect in the last half to roll over 
LCA despite the fine play of 
Mosher and McCandless. Mosher 
broke away for ten points in the 
lint hall, but was kept well in 
hand by Piretti during the second. 
High man for SAE was Paul Kaze-
meresky who also played a fine 
defensive game. 
LCA dropped another hard 
foug ht game to the Kap on Friday, 
'71 to 55. For a while, it looked like 
LCA might topple the Kap. Goshler, 
Moore, and McCandless worked 
aome nice combinations, easily 
keeping pace with the Kap. How· 
ever , toward the end of the half, 
LCA opened up the middle allow-
ing Moran and Tanzer to drive in 
for succeasive baskets. At half 
time the score wu PKT 35 and 
LCA 25. Moore worked the ball 
well for LCA, but poor foul shoot-
ing and lack of board work gave 
the Kap the advantage they needed 
to win 71-55. 
INTER-FRATERNITY 
BASKETBALL STANDING 
Thru Mon. March 15, 1965 
Team W L Pet. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 5 0 1.000 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 4 0 1.000 
Shield 2 .667 
Phi Sigma Kappa 2 1 .667 
Alpha Epsilon Pi 3 2 .600 
Lambda Chi Alpha 3 2 .600 
Phi Kappa Theta 2 2 .500 
Phi Gamma Delta 1 2 .333 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 1 3 .~ 
Alpha Tau Omega 1 3 .250 
Theta Chi 1 5 .167 
Sigma Pi 0 4 . 000 
ECK BROTHERS 
TEXACO STATION 
71 Highl•nd Str .. t 
Worcester M.auchuMtts 
THET4\ CHI HOLDS 
CHAMPIONSHIP AS 
I. F. BOWLING ENDS 
The Interfraternity B o w I i n g 
League season ended with Theta 
Chi emerging as the champion. 
The final standings showed Theta 
Chi with a 33-11 record, the 
Shield 29-15, Phi Kappa Theta and 
Tau K.appa Epsilon with 28·16 
slates, Alpha Epsilon Pi 25-19, Phi 
Sigma Kappa 23-31, Alpha Tau 
Omega 22-22, Lambda Chi Alpha 
20-24, Sigma Pi 12-32, Phi Gamma 
Delta 11-33, and Sigma Phi Epsi· 
lon 6-38. 
The individual honors were dom-
inated by Mike Dembski of P.KT. 
He netted high single with a 234 
string, high tbree-629, and high 
average-177.03. Moreover, the Kap 
scored the high team total with a 
79tl. 
Following Dembski in the con· 
test for high average were Maro-
ney, P.K.T.-175.10; Chase T.C.-
175.02; Lemery, TC-170.22; Mes· 
ser, T.C.-165.25; Ferrantino, S.A. 
E.-164.o7; Sweed, P .S.K.- 163.29; 
Yohan, Shield-163.15; and Parker, 
A.E.P.-163.04. 
HIGHLAND RX 
PHARMACY 
RILIA8LI N I ICRI"IONS 
104 Hl•hlaiMI St,... 
PL 6-0SM Werc .... r, Mus. 
TECH CLEANERS 
AND TAILORS 
129 HIGHLAND ST • 
I HR. CU!!ANING SERVICE 
SHIRTS LAUNDERID 
All won Done on PnmlHI 
SPORT 
JZ4IIlJ' 
WITH-
PeT£ 
Kl/IJLGSS 
A N D 
GeORG£ 
S rEVENS 
SPIRIT 
The lack of campus spirit is a 
problem which has recently be-
come a center of discussion and 
topic of concern among the stu-
dents, the faculty and the admin-
Istration. The causes of the prob-
lem are defined and several pos-
sible solutions, of a general na-
ture, have been suggested. 
One of the basic factors which 
contributed to the problem is 
the lack of unity among the stu-
dents. Another factor is that most 
of the students will not take part 
in an activity which offers no 
benefit to them. 
As a step in the right direction , 
through the mutual efforts of the 
Sports Editors and Alpha Phi 
Omega, Tech's new service fra-
ternity, a student-faculty basket-
ball game has been scheduled to 
take place on Friday, March 26, 
1965, at the Alumni Gym. 
The faculty team will be 
coached by Dave Helming, this 
past season's successful J.V . bas-
ketball coach. All faculty and 
administration members who are 
interested in playing should 
leave their names at the Physical 
Education Department office by 
Friday, March 19, 1965. The stu-
dent team will consist of an all-
star tea.m, picked by the Sports 
Editors, from the present I .F. 
teams. The student squad will be 
coached by Dave LaRue, this 
past aeason's varsity captain. 
There wll be a nominal ad-
mission charge of twenty-five 
cents to cover the cost of renting 
the gym and other minor fees. 
It is hoped that this function 
will be well attended since it Is 
of interest both to the faculty 
and the student body. All who 
attend, as well as those who par-
ticipate, will be guaranteed an 
enjoyable evening. If the event Is 
a successful one, it Is hoped that 
it would become a traditional 
contest between the students and 
faculty which would be held each 
year. 
BASKETBALL 
With the l.F. basketball season 
well underway, it is time to sit 
back and take a look at one of 
the functions the college furnishes 
"so that each student, regardless 
of his proficiency, may have a 
chance to participate in one or 
more sports." (the 1964-65 cata-
log). 
It has been noticeable in the 
past, and has become increasingly 
prominent this season, that many 
of the spectators and playen 
seem to put .more energy into 
disputing the decisions of the 
referees than they do in partici-
pating in and actively supportln& 
their own team. This truly hurt. 
the entire l.F. athletic system. It 
is bad enough that the "art" of 
playing basketball has been turn-
ed into a elbow-throwing free-
for-all, in some cases, but, when 
the participants of the lea,ue 
start to complain about the ref-
erees-who, incidentally, get paid 
a nominal fee for volunteerin& 
to referee the I.F . games-they 
are only hurting themselves. 
I! a little more effort was put 
into playing a clean, hard fought 
contest, maybe the campus would 
truly see who is the better team-
not who is bigger, louder and 
more unsportsmanlike In their 
play. 
SPORTS SHORTS 
Final statistics have come out 
for this past basketball season. 
Don Lutz was high man for the 
Engineers from the floor, aver-
aging 14.88 points per game. BID 
Nims was second with 14.4!1 
points per game. Bill also led the 
team In rebounds with 14.4 per 
game ... It looks as though our 
predictions on the outcome for 
I.F. basketball are coming true 
.. . Kevin SuLlivan was named 
to Nichols' College "all opponent" 
team ... We have received a 
letter from Gil Brandt, Personal 
Director of the Dallas Cowboys 
Football Club. Anyone Interested, 
please contact us. 
A TOAST 
TO THE FAMISHED ENGINEER! 
He c• n expound for hours on cubes • nd powers 
solve complex equ1tions 
on moleculu • br.sions; 
And when he cr.ves calories despite depleted 
saluies, 
he's welcome to me• nder 
down to the HIGHLANDER 
where our food 
is much, much beHer 
th• n our verse 
"VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF IE£" 
118 HIGHLAND ST., SW 9·0677 
MEAL TICKETS OFFER VARIETY AND 
SAVINGS plus 
Open daily from 5:30 A.M. 
Around the clock to 2:00 A.M. 
-~~· ---------------------------------T~E~C~H~N~E~\N~S=-----------------------~P~A~G~E~S~E~V~E=N~ 
Tech's Outstanding Winter Athletes 
" te Tech News sports editors 
th1 week spotlight four more of 
Tet 1's winter season sports stars. 
Thi series will be concluded next 
Russ Trask, one of the co-cap. 
lain's for this year's wrestling 
team, is one of the finest wrestlers 
to see action at Tech. He began 
bis wrestling career as a sopho-
more in high school and came to 
Tech with three years of wrestling 
experience behind him. His first 
year at Tech he won the 177 lb. 
class New England Freshman Title. 
Russ is not an aggressive type 
wrestler, he seems to prefer wait· 
ing until his opponent makes a 
mistake and then he capitalizes on 
it completely. All of his opponents 
have felt the results of his power -
ful switch. 
Last year he placed second in 
the 177 lb. class New England 
Championships, But this season he 
had to wrestle in the heavyweight 
class. Sometimes his opponents out· 
weighed him by 50 or 60 lbs. Even 
with thls weight advantage working 
against hjm, Russ had a superb 
season. He only lost two matches 
all year. One was against gigantie 
Morin from UMass and the other 
was against Christenson from the 
Coast Guard Academy. 
Morin went on to win the NE 
Heavyweight Title but Russ got his 
revenge on Christenson in this 
same tournament by beating him 
in overtime. 
This tall E.E. graduates this 
June and we all wish him the best 
of luck. 
JAKE JACOBSON 
Autographed Copies 
of 
This High Man 
by Milton Lehman 
vaiJable in Bookstore 
The second co-captain of the 
wrestling team was Jake Jacob· 
son. Jake had never wrestled be-
fore he came to Tech. He had tons 
of desire and made himself a very 
fine wrestler. The hustling redhead 
lost only two matches all season 
and represented Tech in the 123 
lb. class New England Wrestling 
Championships. In this tournament 
J ake unfortunately had the disad· 
vantage of having to wrestle last 
year's champ. He was defeated and 
coundn't qualify for consolation 
matches. 
Jake has an aggressive style of 
wrestling. He jumps onto the mat 1~!U~~~ 
and gets right to work. Being an Di 
excellent wrestler from the neutral 
position he usually gets the first 
takedown. 
Jake graduates this June with a 
E.E. degree and with all his de· 
sire he definitely has a bright fu· 
ture ahead. 
DON LUTZ 
Sophomore Don Lutz led the 
basketballers this year in shooting. 
From his guard slot, Don meshed 
for an average of 14.88 points per 
game, hitting on 43.4% of his at· 
tempts on field goals. These totals 
were both highs for the team. Had 
be not been plagued by ankle trou· 
bles in the last few games, these 
totala no doubt would have been 
even higher, as Don's fine jump 
ahot and ball handling abilities are 
feared and respected by all his op· 
ponenta. 
Don's best single effort ol the 
season was the Trinity game. He 
paced the team to a 100·88 rout 
with undying hustle and 27 big 
points. He also scored 21 against 
Tufts and 20 in the Bates game. 
In addition to his regular season 
performances, Don proved to be 
the deciding factor in the Holiday 
Tournament, held at Assumption 
over Christmas vacation. He was 
high man for Tech in both games, 
netting 16 against a tough Spring· 
field five and 24 to down Clark. 
In recognition for these games, 
Don was awarded a berth on the 
all Tourney First Five. 
Dividend 
Students 
WASHINGTON, March 10-Sen-
ator Leverett Saltonstall (R., Mass.) 
today joined with other senators 
In introducing legislation to pro· 
vide tax deductions for college 
atudents who are working their 
way through school. The bill would 
enable a student to deduct the cost 
of tuition, fees, supplies, books and 
equipment from hia gross earned 
lncome for tax purposes. The maxi· 
mum deduction permitted for un-
LARRY PENONCELLO 
Junior guard Larry Penoncello 
proved to be an essential cog in 
Tech's basketball machine this sea· 
son. Although not one of the lead· 
ing scorers, Larry could always be 
counted on for lhe key basket or 
pin point pass. One of the best 
ball control and set-up men 
around, he showed his great value 
in many close games this season. 
Larry r an the team both on of· 
fense and defense. His heads-up 
play was responsible for many 
stolen balls and intercepted passes, 
and his dribbling ability baffled 
backcourt men and broke many 
presses. 
Larry proved his scoring poten· 
tial in the Lowell Tech game. His 
hot hand hit on 11 field goals and 
2 free throws to total 24 points 
• and Tech walked away with a 78-
67 victory. He put together 18 
points in the Nichols game and 
still managed to play solid defense, 
effectively shutting off Nichols 
dribbling ace Fran Bernier. Larry 
was a team player in every respect , 
sparking the team to action with 
constant drive and desire. It is also 
noteworthy that he led the team 
in all-important four shooting, 
dunking 73% of his attempts from 
the line.. Tech can look for another 
fine season from Larry next year. 
dergraduatea would be $1,200 and 
for graduate students, $1,500. 
Saltonstall and a group of his 
colleagues offered the proposal last 
year as an amendment to the tax 
cut bill. At that time it was de-
feated on a 47·47 tie vote, with 
unanimous Republican support. 
The Bay State Senator said he was 
hopeful that Congress would enact 
the legislation this year. 
In commenting on the need for 
the bill, Saltonstall said: "Many 
students have to work to get 
through college and have trouble 
in making ends meet. They are 
the studen ts who need our help 
most, and this bill would grant it 
to them. It would offer much en· 
couragement to our young people 
now in college and may stimulate 
some who have felt they couldn't 
afford to attend institutions of 
higher learning to enroll. U a stu· 
dent earns $1200 a year in sum· 
mer part-time work and has to 
pay $1200 for tuition, fees, and 
books, this bill would give him a 
tax break of $133 a year . At the 
same time that the bill helps the 
working student, it also helps his 
parents since they usually have to 
make up the difference between 
what he earns and his expenses. 
"We must r emember that today 
our tax laws permit a professional 
man who takes additional training 
in order to keep up to date on 
developments in his profession to 
Dean's List 
(Continued from Page 4) 
Brown, Richa rd N. 
Cavallaro, Richard J . 
Chouinard, Lee A. 
Dolan, Francis X., Jr. 
Ge'-4er, David W. 
Gilbert, Bruce H. 
Hammell, James L ., Jr. 
Henry, Walter E., Jr. 
Hultgren, Kenneth J . 
Jacques, Raymond C. 
Jameson, William R. 
Lightfoot, WUilam E. 
Megathlln, Earle, Jr. 
Padovano, Arthur A. 
Skonieczny, Henry J . 
Terry, Kenneth W. 
Tsujtta, Takashl 
Juniors 
Anderson, Gary M , 
Bradbury, Ch ristopher G. 
CroweU, Douglas H. 
Knotbe, Charles S . 
LaPrade, Albert A. 
Lindberg, Paul R . 
Llsauskas, Robert A. 
Loomis, James E. 
Ondrlcek, Kyle J . 
Sophomores 
Amazeen, Frank M. fll 
Carlson, Curtis R. 
Cooper, WUUam R. 
DeGen naro, Blch~trd E. 
Hitchcock, Joh.n E . 
Renn, Robert D. 
Soulliere, John H . 
Sullivan, l.awrence N. 
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 
HIGH HONORS 
Sen lora 
Czybulka , Frank R. 
Mltschang, Georg e W. 
Wright, John J . 
Juniors 
Gibson, James J . 
Glodls, Paul F . 
Sophomores 
Shea, NeU M. 
HONORS 
Seniors 
Baker, Philip G. 
Barber, Herbert B. 
Edwards, Robert B. 
Reynolds, Richard W. 
Rosen, Wllllam L. 
Juniors 
Burwen, David M. 
Flynn, George H . 
Vturd, Douglas L. 
lop homo,.• 
Rlack burn, Gregory R. 
Clark, Wnre.n L. 
Pomfret, George W. 
Puffer, Dean M. 
Rex, Kenneth H. 
FRESHMEN 
HIGH HONORS 
Bulnet, George R. 
Bentley, Warren 
Cyransld, John F. 
Goer, Cobb s. 
Gradwell, David L. 
Gunter , Berton H. 
Hall , Davld R . 
Horansky, Robert J . 
Jensen , Frank R. 
Jodoin, Ronald E. 
J ohan nesen, Allen E. 
Kung, Richard 
Murray, Doug las A. 
Owens, .)oseph F. Ill 
Paige , Michael R. 
Pier ce, Wayne L. 
Racine, R11ymond F. 
Roger, Lawrence J . 
Snay, Richard A. 
stadnickl, Ste phen J .• Jr. 
Sulllvan, Jol\n D., Jr. 
Trudeau, John R. 
White, Frede rick W. 
Wlrzblckl, Gregory F. 
Woog, Robert D. 
HONORS 
Addessio, Francis L. 
Aldrich, Donald C. 
Arruda, Paul J . 
Battle, Kenneth E. 
Baxter, David C. 
Begra, Ivan V. 
Brown, Alan H. 
Brown, Arthur E., Jr. 
Brune ll, Norman E. 
Calabretta, VIctor V., J r . 
Cunlc, John 0 . 
DeMeo, John C. 
Dubiel, Jol\n P. 
Dupre, Ca rl R. 
Durkee. Ne ll W. 
Evans, Richard E. 
Fabricius, Wayne N. 
Fairbanks, George K. 
Farley, John R. 
Formato, Richard A. 
Gallo, Edward L. 
Gates, Lee M .• Jr. 
Gemmer, Robert V. 
Gentile. Ha• old T . 
Gly nn, Michael T. 
Gos ling, Robert C. 
Halsted!, Steven C. 
Hellman, Jay J . 
Hickey, Rober! D. 
Hilyard, J oseph F . 
Hubelbnnk, Mark 
Hudak, John J . 
Johnson, Lawrence E. 
Kallio, David 0 . 
Kasper, Chester J . 
Kokoska, Joh.n J . 
L.efkowlcz, Edward J . 
Leslck, And,rew A. 
Lovelace, Bruce G. 
Lowell, Robert A. 
Lunney, John E. 
McCabe, John H. 
Makohon, Richard E. 
Matukaltls, Paui D. 
Mayer, Richard A. 
Merritt, John E. 
Mittleman, Sheldon A. 
Najemy, Robert E .. Jr. 
Olszewski, Edward A., Jr. 
Paquette, Joseph L. 
Paslerb, Thomas C. 
Pletnea, Robert T. 
Puis, William E. 
Remijan, Paul W. 
Rice, Davld H. 
Rice, Lynwood C. 
Rinaldi, Charles A. 
Scala, Richard J. 
Shaw, Jeffrey, E. 
Slnnamo.n, James F. 
Skoglund, Geor re R. 
Sprecher, Leo T. 
Verderber, Francis K. 
Weinstein, Marc J . 
WUaon, Scott D. 
Wood, Cameron W. 
Theta Chi Elections Manager for the Baseball Team. 
He is also a member of tlie 
On March 6, the brothers of Ep· A.S.M.E. 
silon Chapter of Theta Chi Fra· The new Treasurer is Robert 
ternity elected officers for the Renn from Kensington, Conn. As 
coming year . a sophomore Mechanical Engineer, 
The new President is Edward Bob is a member of t he Peddler 
Kazanjian from Watertown, Mass. staff, a writer for the Tech News, 
He is a junior in the Mechanical and a member of the A.S.M.E. 
Engineering Dept. Ed spends his 
free time working on the Peddler 
as one of its junior editors, and is 
a member of the A.S.M.E. 
Jonathan Pardee, a junior Chern· 
leal Engineering major from New-
port, R. I. , was elected Vice Presi· 
dent. Jon is active in interfrater· 
nlty basketball and is a member of 
the varsity tennis team, and cap· 
tain of the varsity rifle team. He 
is a member of Pi Tau Pi Sigma, 
honorary military science society, 
and the A.I.Ch.E. 
The office of Secretary was 
filled by Russell Morey, a junior 
Mechanical Engineer from Bedford, 
N. H. Russ is a junior editor of the 
Peddler as well as an Assistant 
deduct those expenses from h is 
gross income. But a student wbo is 
trying to get ahead in the world 
and who usually possesses far few· 
er resources cannot deduct expens· 
es involved in getting the training 
he needs. That hardly seems fair, 
and this bill is designed to correct 
this inconsistency in our tax laws." 
AJso elected were Philip Berube 
as House Manager , and William 
Behn as Rush ing Chairman. 
Goddard Day 
(Continued from Pare 5) 
1908, gave a message from the 
class of 1908 prepared by H. Clay-
ton Kenddall, President of the 
class. In the message Carleton 
stated thaat, "He was an all-
around regular fellow and ap-
parently on our own level , but 
actually so far ahead of us that 
we could never reach his level. 
I always had the greatest re-
spect and admiration for 'nlls 
Hlrh Man." As our secretary, 
Don Simonds wrote in the De-
cember , 1964, copy of the Jour-
nal: 'We of the Class of 1908 are 
proud that this illustrloua son 
of Worceste r Tech was just one 
of us. We shall a lways remember 
Bob as a modest, sincere friend 
and time cannot tarnish our 
revered memory.' " 
PAGE EIGHT 
LnTWU TO IDITOil 
(Continued from Pa,. 2) 
Public Health Service, National 
Coast & Geodetic Service, defense-
critical industrial, and marriage. 
Two years of graduate study for 
a master's degree, or in the Peace 
Corps, are most likely to put you 
in a far better position to serve 
your country in defe~ritical in· 
dustry than two years in the army. 
Note that under current draft po-
licy, you will not be drafted after 
twenty.six years of age. Consult 
your home-town draft board for 
details. 
In summary, I strongly urge 
each Tech student to consider care-
fully which action will best serve 
his and the country's interests. I 
advise students to consult friends 
or alumni that have selected each 
of the several actions. 
I suggest students ser iously ques· 
l ion the advice of persons whose 
occupation and status depends up. 
on their success in " railroading" 
young men into obligations of in-
dividually dubious suitability. I 
point out that statements such as, 
' 'Engineering students are much 
more serious minded than are stu-
dents at a liberal arts college," or 
"We can make a program good for 
everyone," or "Students appreciate 
being required to be in uniform," 
arises from vast ignorance, nar· 
rowmindedness, false-pride, and po· 
lilical sophism. 
Sincertly, 
Richard Iacobucci, WPI '63 
129 Moore School 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104 
To the Editor: 
During the past fe w months the 
admimstration has voiced concern 
toward general student apathy with 
regard to the var ious centennial ce-
remonies. Having viewed several of 
these proceedings, I believe that 
the administration, itself, Ia re-
sponsible for participating this at· 
titude. 
Last fall the administration em· 
prasized the importance of the ini· 
tial ceremonies, yet the magnitude 
of this importance was, in the eyes 
of the students, diminished by the 
mere two hours of clus cancelli· 
lion. Furthermore, the students 
could not personally attend parts 
or the proceedings, but were ex· 
pected to watch them on cloaed 
circuit televisions. 
One would expect that the acbool 
would have realized it. mistake 
and avoid repeatine it in the pre· 
parations of Goddard Day. How-
ever, by attempted segregation of 
1tudents from guests at the com· 
memorative program In Alden, and 
by this achieved separation at the 
following luncheon, the adminis· 
tration again demonstrated Its 
"second clw status" regard for 
the student. 
This administrative attitude wu 
clearly shown at the luncheon 
when the few students who were 
provided with seating In the main 
dining room were requested to re· 
linqulsh their seats to others. The 
auxiliary dining facilities were 
suitable for the students, but not 
for guests and faculty. 
Aa a student, I am affronted by 
this attitude, and I will not be 
content to participate in an infe· 
rior manner. The students are the 
" tile blood" of this inatitution. As 
such, we are u important as the 
alumni and faculty. If the admin· 
iatratlon I• not wiiling to grant 
equal participation privilegea, then 
it should not expect s tudent par· 
ticipation. In lieu of these put 
situations further adminiatrative 
comments about such a tudent apa-
thy can only be considered hypo. 
cri tical 
David M. Burwen 
TECH NEWS 
Shower Fad 
Floods Campuses 
men stood and slept together posedly the fads will continue to 
under the nozzle for 80 hours. expand and will soon Include 
And all to no avail. A Canadian, hair-combing marathons, shaving 
Phil Calvert at Acadia University, contests, and maybe even a nail-
has racked up an amazing 101 cUpping go-round or so. 
THEO'S 
LUNCHEONETIE (CPS) - Cleanliness, 80 they 
say, Is next to godliness. Fanatics, 
religious and oth erwise, are still 
splashing away as the shower fad 
continues to Hood campuses. 
hours In the shower. Emerging Meanwhile, two Acadia co-eds 
dragging an air mattress behind added a new dimension to godll-
hlm, Calvert allowed as to how ness and cleanliness, symbolically 
he felt a little "drizzled." at least. They set a new Inter-
Quick BrNkfast, Lunch or 
Dinner 
A Sir George Williams univer-
sity student in Montreal, Canada, 
just last month doused himsel! 
continually for 60 hours. Not 
long after a Utah student im-
mersed himself for 75 hours. 
Then the championshJp went 
south to New Mexico where two 
University of New Mexico !resh-
Not to be outdone on the clean- national record Cor ice-cube toss-
llness kick, another Acadian stu- ing: 1,316 tosses of a single Ice 
dent endured a 31 and a half cube or standard size at room 'Orders Put Up to Take Out' 
3 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS hour molar-polishing marathon to 
smash the previous world record 
for toothbrushing by more than 
20 hours. 
Many social commentators see 
the current rash of fads as a 
rebellion against t he "unwashed 
ethic" of the beatnik crowd. Sup-
Providing power 
for every 
environment ••• 
temperature. 
While congratulating the Cana-
dian girls, several fraternity 
types were heard to mumb le that 
they wished people would "get 
off this good clenn fun bit" and 
get back to bed pushing and 
piano smashing. 
151 HIGHLAND STREET 
PL 2-9578 
provides challenge for 
virtually every technical 
talent at Pratt & Whitney_ Aircraft 
Being a technically trained mM ••• we uaume you 
are looking ahead to a career of exdtlna powth and 
accomplishment and that you are looklnl for a com-
pany possessing these ume qualltl-. 
If our assumption II correct. wa would like you to take 
a close look at us. For this Company, whUe solvfna the 
problems of the day, thrives on a sort of c:reetive rest· 
lessness which anticipates the challenaes of tomorrow. 
And more Important to you, It recoplzes Its enatneers 
and scientists as the master key to Its present success 
and future prosress. 
From a solid foundation of basic and applied raeareh, 
our Company has pined a firm foothold In the land, 
sea, air, and space prosrams that are helping to shape 
our nation's future. Our enafn•rs and scientists are 
explorlns ever·broadenlna avenu• of enetr11 conwenlon 
for every environment. Should you join them, you'll be 
assigned early responsibility ••• to apply your enatneer· 
ing talents to such areas as advanced ps turbines • •• 
rocket engines •• • fuel cells and nuclear power. 
Such trall·blazlng projects command the best of varied 
talent. That's why you•u find at Pratt & Whitney All· 
craft men with collqe training as diverse u their 
responsibilities. You wll also find that opportunltlel 
for professional arowth are further enhanced by our 
corporatJon.flnanced Graduate Education Propam. 
Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. In: 
.ICHANICAL • AIRDIIAUTICAL • ILICI'1IICAI. • CHIIIICAL 
end NUCLIAI INCIINIIIING • PHYIICI • CHIIIIITIIY 
• •nALWMIY • CDAIIICI • IIATHIIIAnCS • IDNUNID-
IfMI SCIINCI• APPUID •ICHANICS. 
For further Information concern Ina a career with Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement of· 
fleer-or-write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Enafneertna 
Department. Pratt & Whitney Alreraft, East Hartford 8, 
Connecticut. 
..c&ALIITS IN POWIII ••• IIOWIII fOil NOPUUION-IIOWIII 
fOR AUXILWI't Sifiiils. CURBNT UTIUZATIONI NICLUK 
AIRCRAFT, .IUILU, SPACE YDIICLU, .ARINl AJID 1 .. 
DUSTIIIAL APPUCATIONL 
Pratt & Whitney Rircraft 
CCIIINICTICUT GIIIIM'IICMII rMf HAimORD, CONNECTICUT 
noiiiOA OPIMTIOMI WilT MM IIACH, R.OitiM 
